
Corona News 04/18/2021 And everything splashes along 

It's the weekend, the big showdown of the emergency brake is in 3 days, if everything isn't slowed 

down by then. In the meantime, so much fake news has been spread about it that I have to go into it 

again despite my detailed description in the last report. It was discussed in the Bundestag on Friday. 

Mr. Lindner sees the law as failing if only one person would sue the Federal Constitutional Court 

because of the curfew because of the restriction of his fundamental right. There will certainly be 

people like that who are already waiting to run to the lawyer or make a phone call on Wednesday after 

the announcement. Many of those do not even notice that fundamental rights are constantly being 

affected, restricted or temporarily suspended, and nobody does anything about it or doesn't care. For 

example, when someone does not wear a mask on the bus or train and thus affects my basic right to 

integrity or when demos by lateral thinkers run around by the thousands without a mask or distance 

and thus ensure the spread of the pandemic and infect people who do not want it. And certainly not 

die. If they pass that on to each other and die, that's their problem. 

Then comes a very clever SPD federal member who seriously speaks to everyone about the fact that if 

someone has had a long day at work, he must have the opportunity to go outside, to go jogging. Either 

you go jogging and walking, or you don't. These are fictional individual examples drawn by the hair 

that do not get any further. There is of course another option that has not been tried: All masks gone, 

all exit restrictions on the web, all shops, restaurants, theaters and the like open, everything back to 

normal. We will only continue to vaccinate and test if requested, and when we have 800,000 deaths, 

the pandemic will automatically subside, because the rest have now been vaccinated. I can no longer 

hear these ongoing gripes. In sales training there is a technical term for it: Schieberitis - Arguments. 

Means: I pretend I want to, express interest but really don't want to. Absolutely true. 

Even Ms. Merkel has to explain it again to some MPs who seem difficult to understand: The emergency 

brake is not about containing dangers that do not exist outside due to the spread of aerosols. It is clear 

to everyone that only minimal contamination is possible via the aerosols if you are outside and there 

is no other person in the vicinity. The point is that these people don't want to run around outside alone 

but want to meet with others, outside or inside, and also use public transport, where the risk of 

infection is much higher. 

But instead of quickly coming up with meaningful new regulations, the first state chiefs are now also 

countering this and do not want to go along with it. Instead, some objectors, fake news spreaders and 

co. Prefer new methods of dispute: If their opinion cannot be enforced, then you throw incendiary 

devices against the RKI, damage cars like Mr Lauterbach's, because they say such uncomfortable truths 

or distributes and sells on the Internet after fake tests now also fake vaccination cards, only to be able 

to protect yourself against unauthorized measures and to get more freedom. It is about time that the 

federal government takes and enacts other measures against such people. Otherwise, the Bundestag 

is not so tight-knit when it comes to tightening penalties. 

Despite everything, new bad news every day, which shows that Germany simply can't get anything 

100% on the line, a chain of mishaps and bankruptcies. One of the messages I received said that 18 

employees in a REWE supermarket had tested positive and everyone was puzzling as to how that could 

be, then another message appeared with faulty FFP2 masks that were sold at Rossmann. A recall action 

is started, but how many of the masks are already in use. With the continuously reported defective 

masks, which have already been recalled by the federal government, who is surprised, since new 

infections occur again and again to a large extent when false security is assumed? Just ridiculous. 

 



In addition, there is new information on vaccination, currently coined on Biontech, the most commonly 

inoculated vaccine. Supposedly, large corporations now also want to help vigorously to promote 

vaccination among employees, but there are still no vaccine contingents for it. There seems to be good 

money from the state for it, which is probably the reason for the great commitment. And now the bad 

news. Lt. According to a statement by the Biontech company, the protection should only last for a 

maximum of one year, as in the case of flu, then the vaccination drama starts all over again, every year, 

according to new studies. In addition, the antibodies formed could not be permanently detected in the 

body in a large number of tests. In practice, this means not vaccinated because not yet on, but 

fortunately already lived through Corona, does not mean it will not come back. And due to the 

mutations, worse diseases are very likely the second time, plus permanent damage, which is becoming 

more and more apparent in practice. 

A small ray of hope for the approval of a safe PCR test: The Canadian company XPhyto Therapeutics 

Corp. and the exclusive German development partner for diagnostics, 3a-diagnostics GmbH, 

announces the European approval for a 25-minute COVID-19 PCR test. This means that the previously 

longer waiting times of up to 3 hours for a result can be drastically reduced. Here are the features of 

the test in brief: 

• CE mark received for in vitro diagnostic test (IVD) test for detection of SARS-CoV-2 

• Fast results with easy handling - single 20-minute PCR cycle plus 5-minute Detection process 

• High sensitivity - 104.73 c / PCR detection limit with 95% confidence interval 

• High specificity - no cross-reactivity on the 19-way panel for respiratory Infectious diseases 

• High robustness - the results are not influenced by small changes to the Process parameters 

• 100% reproducibility and laboratory precision maintained 

• Sales start in Europe planned for April 2021 


